Beech Parish Council Speed Report - April 2021
This report was produced because of Beech Parish Council ongoing issues with speedsters
in the village.
Our parishioners do not feel safe to venture out for a walk and even a visit on foot to the
village hall a few hundreds of yards away results in a car journey.
Because of the level of speeding road noise too has become an issue. Villagers reporting
being woken up at 5:30 am or after midnight.
Near misses are a daily occurrence. Fortunately, so far only 1 serious injury has occurred in
the last year, but Beech holds its breath for the day those much-revered ‘kill’ stats prompt
action from the local authorities…
It is difficult to convey the problem with graphs and stats so perhaps one figure may possibly
bring that message home, that figure is that should the speeding law in Beech be enforced
to the letter and all speedsters travelling over the speed limit +10% +2 mph be fined fines
would have amounted to £8,158,477.94*.

The Law, Enforcement, and trend in speeding…
The law is clear even 1 mph over the speed limit should result in a prosecution.
However, there are some guidelines on the nature of the fines, which make the law
difficult to enforce both by the police and the judiciary.
As the road being monitored in Beech is 30 mph throughout the fines are banded according
to the severity of the speeding offense as follows:
For 30 MPH speed limited areas guidelines for fines are:
Between 30-40 mph Band A
Between 40-50 mph Band B
Above

50

mph Band C

Below are recommended fines per band:

‘* fines calculated on the bases of average National earning (£30,800pa) as published by the ONS.
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*This is what you can expect but the magistrate can fine you anywhere within a range of 25% on either side of
that figure, meaning serious offenders could face a fine of 175% their weekly income.
This fine, however, is capped at £1,000, rising to £2,500 if you are caught on a motorway.

This law is draconian and may well explain why the Police are loath to enforce it. Quote from
the RAC website.
‘in the eyes of the law, you’re liable for a speeding fine as soon as you exceed the limit. So if you’re
doing 31mph in a 30 limit or 71mph on motorway, you’re breaking the law.
Guidance from the National Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC) does recommend giving drivers a socalled ‘10% plus 2’ leeway, to aid police officers in using 'discretion', however, it is well worth
remembering this is only a recommendation, not the law.
Most speed cameras have to be manually set to trigger at a speed, however, it is unconfirmed whether
they are in fact set 10% above the limit. It's not worth gambling and assuming they give you 10% never exceed the speed limit.
When you are caught speeding by a mobile camera, it is up to the police officer's discretion to
penalise you if you are over the speed limit in any way, they can choose to take the NPCC's guidance,
but do not have to, because - as stated above - 1 mile an hour over is still breaking the law’.
So as the police are effectively being forced to make the law fit the crime on the spot ??? A
layman’s observation may well be that these penal charges may not be the way to reduce
speed, whereas more frequent but strictly enforced fines may have a better outcome.
Despite these heavy penalties speeding has been on the increase in the last 10 years:

Source : https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/929088/fixedpenalty-notices-police-powers-procedures-mar20-tables.ods

It’s important that the above is borne in mind when trying to regulate speeds in the village.
The FPN fines are more regularly applied and at £100 per fine are more palatable.
Alternate options to speed cameras are traffic calming measure, but these are notoriously
expensive
A pedestrian crossing cost between £30,000 and £60,000! Beech could usefully use 3
Putting a pedestrian guideline on the Road between Kings Hill and Mid-Village cost Beech
Parish Council over £2300 for just 1 mile of marking…
Proposed Road calming system for Beech have been conservatively estimated to cost
between £170,000 and £220,000. If Chicanes were added that cost would increase by a
further £60,000. The maintenance of these structures would then place a further burden on
the community.
‘* fines calculated on the bases of average National earning (£30,800pa) as published by the ONS.
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Quality speed cameras on the other would cost £35,000 for 3 off to install… and would pay
for themselves within a few months if they could be used for fines. This would place the cost
for reducing speed through the village squarely where it belongs i.e., with the speedsters.
However, the purpose of this report is not identifying the solution but to highlight the
problem.
A point to take on board is that when travelling through the village 1 in 3 cars speed… in the
area from mid-village to the Abbey that increases to over 1 in 2.
If the law was enforced, given the ONS figure of the UK Average income of £30,800 total
fines of £ 8,158,477.94 would have been raised this is after applying the Chief constables
Concession (No ticket for driving (+10%+2mph over the limit). The £100 Fixed Penalty
Notice (FPN) would have resulted in £2,212,900 of fines.

‘* fines calculated on the bases of average National earning (£30,800pa) as published by the ONS.
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Beech Speed Data Analysis
2019 -2021
Beech has an old Speed Limit Regulator device that records individual speeds by number. The data is
in 5minute intervals and analysed in 5 mph bands. Typical data elements look like this
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Etc..

Between October 2019 and December 2020, the camera recorded 183,362 vehicle movements.
Allowing for the fact that the camera only records vehicles travelling in one direction and for periods
when the camera was not functioning, the total traffic flow through Beech is conservatively estimated
to be around 250,000. Considering that during lock-down traffic flows were often less than half the
normal level the figure in a more typical year may be as many as three quarters of a million vehicles
movements per year. It should also be noted that, with the current deployment positions the single
camera will give an accurate count of vehicles passing through the village from end to end, but will fail
to record many or, perhaps the majority, of journeys starting or finishing within the village. For
example, when the camera is in either the Kings Hill or Mid-Village positions it will not detect any
traffic travelling to and from the village centre via the junction with the A339.

Beech Camera Positions
2020/21

The Road is 1.5 miles long and drops in elevation from kings Hill at 715 ft above sea level to the
Basingstoke Road, which is 360 ft above sea level, an average slope of 1 in 30. In layman’s terms a
car arriving at 30mph at the top of the hill would be doing 36mph when it reached the bottom of the hill
with no brakes or motor acceleration being applied. The calculation allows for road friction under
normal road conditions (please don’t test the theory …).
The Three positions of the cameras are significantly different when viewed from a driver’s
perspective.
The village Hall site is by the entrance of the Hall and the junction of Well House road, approximately
30% of traffic in coming from the east will turn into the Hall or Wellhouse Road, so significantly
‘* fines calculated on the bases of average National earning (£30,800pa) as published by the ONS.
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reducing the average speed there. However, in terms of incoming traffic from the west the road has a
more severe bend, and it narrows to 3.7 m just beyond the bend.
The Mid Village position has ancient woodland on the left when travelling east to west, it is at the end
of a fairly straight stretch and so has the highest average speed and largest number of speedsters.
The Kings Hill position also faces west but the point of measure is near a bend, so cars are just
entering a straight with homes either side and a bend with low visibility thereafter. The average speed
is high and speeds over double the 30 mph are most common.
The speed tables below represent recorded speeds over several weeks in different locations. As
recommended by highways and the police the SLR is moved every 3 weeks. Only recently have we
been permitted to measure traffic in different directions at the 3 positions of the SLR. The Kings Hill
site only has measurement incoming from the West as the camera sightline is obscured by hedging
when facing East.

At this site over the period in question 54.2% of vehicles speed.
If the Chief constables Concession were to be applied (No ticket for driving 10%+2mph over the limit)
13,536 vehicles would be let off …. but if all other vehicles were fined the total fines would amount to

£2,393,820.87* or on FPNs the fines would be £659,100 .

‘* fines calculated on the bases of average National earning (£30,800pa) as published by the ONS.
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At this site over the period in question 55.66% of vehicles speed.
If the Chief constables Concession were to be applied (No ticket for driving 10%+2mph over the limit
17,765 vehicles would be let off …. but if all other vehicles were fined the total fines would amount to

£4,451,209.65* on FPN would be £1,135,800.

At this site over the period in question 17.82% of vehicles speeded.
If the Chief constables Concession were to be applied (No ticket for driving 10%+2mph over the limit)
19,082 vehicles would be let off ….
but if all other vehicles were fined the total fines would amount to £1,313,447.43* or on FPNs

£418,000

‘* fines calculated on the bases of average National earning (£30,800pa) as published by the ONS.
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Available Solutions:
There are 3 technological solutions to address this growing problem.
1. Full blown Police Speed Cameras
a. These are laser based so as to avoid any possible misidentification of vehicles due to
positioning when overtaking etc.
b. Probable Cost of purchase and installation - £100,000+ plus annual support fees
c. Home Office approved can be used for prosecution
2. Safespeed camera
a. This is a video-based system with infrared nightlight support
b. Issues with potential privacy violation?
c. Blacklist VRN identification system if blacklist is speeding with direct mobile
notification
d. Probable cost of Purchase and instation £12,000 plus annual software maintenance
fees
e. Can not be used for prosecution so purely a Speedwatch application.
f. http://www.safe-speed.com/

3. Autospeedwatch
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Still photographic single photo solution
Daylight only, nighttime InfraRed solution next year
Some Blacklist VRN facility if speeding but only through photo identification
Probable cost of Purchase plus installation £800 plus £150 annual
Can not be used for prosecution so purel y a Speedwatch application

https://store.autospeedwatch.org/about_us

Systems 2 and 3 are not intended to replace the community that speedwatch creates a
community statement against speedsters. However, as speed watch members, especially
women, are subjected to roadside abuse the systems are intended to optimise the time
spent by volunteers and police officers. In the case of Beech speedwatch members were
physically threatened by offending drivers steering their cars at them and swerving away at
the last moment, these systems offer an opportunity to educate speedsters through the
village that could otherwise not realistically be achieved.
Thus again, Systems 2 and 3 are designed to provide an affordable means of local
communities tackle their speeding problems in cases where speedwatch alone cannot
address the problem and to assist those neighbourhoods where speedwatch is impractical to
operate. The systems designed to be a relatively low-cost, easy to install, and simple tool to
assist community speedwatch to identify those vehicles to the police that generate the
greatest risks.
The police set the boundaries with respect to the data they receive.
So, systems 2 and 3 Rather than bombarding the police with data, it uses community
volunteers to provide prioritised information, allowing the police to target enforcement to
where it has the greatest effect. The very presence of these system also acts as a deterrent
to speeding.
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